Double-quantum-filtered NMR signals in inhomogeneous magnetic fields.
The possibility of exciting and detecting proton NMR double-quantum coherences in inhomogeneous static and radiofrequency magnetic fields was investigated. For this purpose specialized pulse sequences which partially refocus the strongly inhomogeneous evolution of the spin system and generate double-quantum buildup and decay curves were implemented on the NMR MOUSE (mobile universal surface explorer). The theoretical justification of the method was developed for the simple two-spin-1/2 system. The performances of the same pulse sequences were also tested on a solid-state high-field NMR spectrometer. It was shown that DQ decay curves have a better signal-to-noise ratio in the initial time regime than DQ buildup curves. The double-quantum buildup and decay curves were recorded for a series of cross-linked natural rubber samples. These curves give access to quantitative values of the ratio of proton total residual dipolar couplings which are in good agreement with those measured in homogeneous fields. A linear dependence of these ratios on the sulfur-accelerator content was found.